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Kids Across

17. The giant
"dimples" on the face
of the moon

1. Twinklers that seem
to come out at night (or
popular people on TV) 21. A rare moment in
which the sun is in
6. To revolve around
front of the moon (or
the sun again and again
the moon is in front of
(or a brand of chewing
the sun)
gum)
22. It's the largest
7. If you were an
planet in space
astronaut, through the
galaxy you'd roam, but 23. The team that
when you got back
works on a spaceship
down to _____ you'd
finally be at home.
Parents Down
10. Seven circles
around Saturn (or Oshaped onion slices)
12. Words heard at a
space shuttle launch:
"We have ____ off!"
15. This tennis pro
shares her name with
the planet closest to 7
Across
16. Chewbacca's cozy
covering

universal repercussions 18. System in which
(or CBS sitcom): The the 20 Down is central
___ Bang Theory
19. Federal unit whose
5. Hot invention that
focus is above and
allows people to see
beyond (abbr.)
mercury rising
20. Ray's place of
8. In colorfully cosmic origin
terms, if you're looking
at 9 Down, you're
seeing ____
9. Candy brand named
for a planet

11. Classic
composition: Form in
which Disney delivers
1. See it for free:
Visible from your own, a promise to wishful
the ___ is the home of stargazers
thousands of the solar
12. Despite reported
system
sightings, there is no
proof of it in outer
2. Franco film that
soared at the box office space
in 2011: "Rise of the
Planet of the _____"
3. Native residents of
Venus, according to
the oft-quoted
relationship book title
4. Cosmic belief with

13. Powerful parting
words from "Star
Wars"
14. As every earthling
knows, it's a real
downer

